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Program
Duration
Period

: Day trip - Kandy
: Full day
: On request

‘Please ensure you have applied for visa via ETA website www.eta.gov.lk and hold the confirmation or reference number
printed and with you at the time of arrival in CMB. If you are entering Sri Lanka twice you must have a dual or multiple
travel authorization in hand enabling smooth handling at the immigration counters on arrival. Once you clear immigration,
collect bags and come out to the arrival hall though the green channel, please meet your driver-guide and or welcome
crew before spending time to exchange money at the airport bank counters. Please look for persons holding the name
board at arrival hall to find out your driver-guide or crew. Should you encounter any difficulty you may call our 24/7 mobile
hotline +94772447111 for any assistance required at airport, during the start of your tour or at any time. It’s always good
to discuss the tour on the first day with your driver-guide, guide or tour leader just to make sure that the final program you
hold is the exact one which was finally confirmed to you/your group. (above ETA information is for passengers arriving at
CMB airport)

Day 01

Pinnawela – Kandy – Sightseeing – Back to hotel

(300kms | 9-10hrs)

0700hrs

pick up from your accommodation in Colombo our Negombo we first start our drive
through the scenic villages to Pinnawela. Arrive in Pinnawela and visit the famous
Elephant Orphanage. Spend about 45min to 1hr in Pinnawela enjoying viewing the
majestic beasts and see the baby Elephants being fed and later see the herd bath in
the nearby stream.
Later continue driving to Kandy on the way stopping to visit a spice grove in
Mawanella area. At the spice grove you will get an orientation tour with explanation
of the usage of various spices, herbs and oils in local cuisine as well as beauty and
therapeutic usages. Don’t forget to try out the free head or shoulder massage using
red oil which is quite relaxing.
Continue driving to the city of Kandy and on the way stop and have a relaxing stroll
at the beautifully landscaped Royal Botanical Garden in Peradeniya. Later stop in
Kandy to enjoy lunch.
Later in Kandy city to start walking at the busy bazaar area where you can go on
bargain shopping for almost anything you desire including lots of local souvenirs.
A visit to the sacred tooth relic temple of Lord Buddha will be a highlight of the day.
Ending all visits start driving back to your accommodation and end the tour
disembarking at your hotel. Return time approximately by 1800-1900hrs
Inclusions: Transport, Driver-guide, Pinnawela, Peradeniya Gardens, Lunch in Kandy, Holy Temple in Kandy

